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About This Game

Journey of life is a survival sandbox game where the player finds himself on a group of islands where each island has a different
biome with different flora and fauna.

In order to build a village, the player needs to create a variety of stations that will process materials found on the islands into
components used in crafting tools and weapons needed for survival.

The player needs to build a dock on the coast to be able to construct a ship used in sailing between islands. Before the ability to
departure, the player needs to fill the ship with resources such as food and water to survive the stormy seas!

FEATURES IN CURRENT GAME
- Basic Movement System

- Inventory System
- Foraging

- Character Basic Crafting System and Advanced station crafting
- Basic Combat System [Melee Weapons, Bow]

- Animal Hunting System
- Basic Power System [Primitive][Windmill and Watermill]

- Farming
- Building in 4 tiers

- Basic Transport Vehicles
- PvP

- Singleplayer and Multiplayer - Listen and Dedicated servers
- Weather system

- Basic Modular weapons and tools
- Aquatic, Terrestrial and Air Animals

- Basic Food Cooking
- Basic Character Management

- Fruit Regrow System
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PLANNED FEATURES

- Expanding building part and stations system
- Seamless Biome Traveling [Tropical, Desert, Snow]

- Tribe system, society progress
- Experience and skill system

- Advanced Modular weapons and tools
- Advanced Power System

- Advanced Ore mining
- Advanced Transport Vehicles

- Advanced AI Systems for Human AI [Singleplayer]
- Advanced AI Systems for Animal AI

- Advanced Cooking system
- Advanced House System

- Advanced Character Management
- Advanced Combat System

- Language Translations
- Character Customization

Check out our Roadmap
https://trello.com/b/Iu8L9eX5/journey-of-life-steam-offical-branch

Find more info on our Wiki
https://journeyoflife.gamepedia.com/Journey_Of_Life_Wiki

Join our Facebook Community
https://www.facebook.com/JourneyOfLifeGame/

Join our Discord Community.
https://discord.gg/ZAzJVzU

Join our Subreddit.
https://www.reddit.com/r/JourneyOfLifeTheGame/

Made in Croatia
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Title: Journey Of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Publisher:
Hyperion Studio Limited
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD FX 4100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 960 / AMD R9 Fury

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese
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A rather difficult game until you know where to go. Once I found the objective and headed for it (her) I could get there easily.
Also very short, unless I'm wrong, it has only one level. Weird. This is an epic fail. It was a bad idea from the start. Now, it has
been officially abandoned by Entropia Universe. The ingame deeds never paid well and now you can trade them 5 Compet
Deeds for two Arkadia Moon Deeds within the Entropia Universe game. Arkadia Moon Deeds are already paying although not
as well as Arkadia Underground Deeds, but I figure the potential is there for it to at least go on par if not accelerate past AUD in
value. Meantime, if you have compet deeds and haven't logged in for awhile you better log in and get rid of the deeds ASAP
because come January their value will be a big fat ZERO.. The vague "6 DLCs" that the Season Pass includes are:

After The Incident
Fault One Zero
Fire In The Deep
Welcome To The Abyss
Empire of the Sky
Riders of the Rustland. Honestly the art is the only plus factor to this game. Plot isn't anything that engaging, music isn't all that
interesting, there is no voiced content, even the text has grammer errors.
A very barebones VN that only offers a few yuri CGs, play time is easily >1hour.
Can't rec this just because it isn't good. Only check through it if you like yuri or just skip the time and grab the CGs off a
booru.. Ambivalent about this game. Great atmosphere and the makings of a good story, but the game play, voice acting, and
lack of direction render the game far less enjoyable than it could be. Honestly without the walkthrough guide this game would
take far more time to complete than it should. In the end I wish I would have spent my money elsewhere.. Dragons check!
Beastmen check!
Princess check!
Good story check!
Cute dialogs check!

100/10 Will call Tox a dragon grandpa again and again.
This fantasy roller coster ride remind me somewhat of Child of Light but it's not about the gameplay but the feeling of freshness
and it keep pull you back for more.. PROS:
- nice idea
- good controlls
- nice music
- fitting graphics
- low system requirements
- runs on 4k/60 FPS+ with a GTX 1060 3 GB, FX 8300, 16 GB DDR3-1866 RAM

CONS
- terrible camera angles
- horrible long distance reset points
- open world with a straight line
- seems to have bad grammar (english isn't my native language, but still some sentences felt wrong)
- NPC don't care for the hero
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- long start up time
- loads every now and then a new section of the game for a long time

RESULT:
The game is a sequel to Woodle Tree Adventure. I played the first one and loved it. Of course part 1 wasn't perfect, but it was a
lovely and easy to finish jump'n'run, where you could relax. But time has changed. This time you have a freakin' huge open
world, where you follow a small line of fruits and can ignore like 90% of the world, because nothing to find there. Then the
NPC's doesn't even react to your character, you can beat them, try to talk to them, but nothing of that will ever happen. They're
only there to let this freakin' huge world look like there was something on it. Next of the super terrible camera, that doesn't
show plattforms the right way, so you jump down to the beginning of the level. Why, you might ask? Because you can't die
because of height or jumping to death, you always do the whole parcour again from the beginning. If that wouldn't be bad
enough already, there are some jumps you need to glitch upwards to actually get to the goal. For god sake, just ignore this peace
of crap and play part 1 of the game, because it's better. Maybe not that huge, but it was way more fun to play. (\ô/)
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It was pretty good it only took me like 40 or so minutes to complete it.. Broken game. najlepsza gra zuzlowa w kiedykolwiek
gralem. ta gre polecam wszystkim fanom zuzla. This game doesn't even have the classic KILLING FLOOR gamemode. Just a
boring campaign, small *very* small maps for their cheap "holdout" game where you are overwhelmed too damn quickly, and
90% of the weapons even in KF2 aren't even there.
Add that classic game mode, the class system, more weapons\/weapons shop, (for the survival mode) just MORE WEAPONS
and for gun nerds like me a manual reload system and THEN will this game be a f*ckin' hit.
You'd make so much more money if you did this.. Played for a Hour.....Sloppy controls. Game mechanics also sloppy.. I had to
change my opinion on this game.
If you get past the few problems at the begining, like the UI which might not suit everyone, controls and well, the game itself
and you stop comparing it to War Thunder, which is simply a really different game, the HiS is actually quote okay game.
Not the best one, but if you are looking fo r a small, casual multiplayer flight game and you do not care only about graphics, I
would actually recomend it.. I've played the original boardgame Khet, and this is just like it.
The AI is actually a joy to play against as it appears to adapt to whatever strategy that you come up with. I've only played up to
medium difficulty so far, (only had this game for a couple of days as of this writing) so it appears that the difficulty will be a
real challenge.
All in all, this is a well-done conversion from boardgame to video game, if you've played Khet in the past as a boardgame, you
will like this one. I highly recommend Khet 2.0.. Good stuff.
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